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The Fantasy Sports Writers Association is pleased to announce our newest Hall of Fame class:

Stephania Bell - Stephania is a pioneering medical and fantasy analyst across all sports, on all
platforms. She began her ESPN career in August of 2007, providing injury analysis in print,
blogs, radio, podcasts and television. She has also served as an expert for KFFL, RotoWire and
XM Radio. Stephania is a physical therapist and board-certified orthopedic clinical specialist,
and she was among the first writers to apply medical insight to fantasy analysis. She has held
teaching positions at Samuel Merritt College and the University of Kansas.

During Stephania's ESPN career, she has appeared on SportsCenter, Fantasy Football Now, N
FL Live
,
Baseball Tonight
and
Outside The Lines.
Her work as a writer and on-air personality has won multiple awards, both within and outside the
fantasy industry.

Brad Evans - Brad has won more individual FSWA writing awards than any analyst in the
fantasy industry. He is a two-time Football Writer of the Year (2015, 2012) and a five-time
College Sports Writer of the Year (2014, 2013, 2011, 2010, 2009), in recognition of his NCAA
basketball coverage.
Additionally, Brad is a featured analyst on Yahoo's Fantasy
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Football Live
, which has twice won Video of the Year (2016, 2014), and he is the lead analyst on Yahoo's
Tourney Bracket Live
. He has also appeared on
Pro Football Talk
,
Football Night In America
and
The Dan Patrick Show
. Brad is the creator and co-host of
The Fantasy Football Hour
, which launched on Altitude TV in 2016, and the co-host of
The Fantasy Record
podcast with FSWA Hall of Famer Brandon Funston.

Stephania and Brad were elected by the FSWA's six-member Hall of Fame committee on
Tuesday, January 9. Both are among the most decorated and well-respected personalities in
our industry, and both have displayed considerable versatility throughout their careers.
Stephania and Brad are multi-sport analysts, successful on multiple platforms. Sincere
congratulations to them both.
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